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There is an intimate link between sediment transport and 

3D-scour. In particular the role of transverse bed slope on 

the direction of sediment transport is determining 3D bed 

topographies. Hydraulic conditions,  particle diameter and 

scale of the flow are important to the transverse slope effect. 

The present analysis focuses on the mechanical balance of 

particles travelling over ripples and dunes (grain size range: 

0.09 to 0.9 mm). Fluid shear stresses on the grains, the 

average travelling height of particles in the turbulent 

boundary layer and drag coefficients of particles are 

considered. It is concluded that the transverse slope effect 

for fine grains is subject to viscosity, while for coarse grains 

it is not. It is shown how grain size is to be accounted for in 

the mathematical formula for transverse bed slope. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The direction of bed-load transport over transverse 
sloping bed plays an important role in the calculation of 
the morphology of rivers, Struiksma et al. 1985. On a 
sloping bed, bed-load transport experiences a gravity 
component parallel with the bed surface, van Bendegom 
1947. This is brought about by mechanical contact with 
the bed surface. 

If this transverse bed slope effect is modelled too strong 
the calculated bed topographies will be flattened. If 
modelled too weak an unrealistic steep variation of bed 
topography will result. So calculated depths of 3D-scour 
holes, channel systems and hypsometry of estuaries will 
turn out to be wrong. Recent Delft3D calculations for 
Westerscheldt revealed such difficulties. It should be 
realized that a factor two difference in transverse slope 
coefficient will double the amplitude of calculated bed-
topography variations. 

World wide, the number of true data-points for 
transverse slope effect is worrying small (about 15, until 
Univ. Darmstadt commenced testing three years ago). 
Only dedicated well executed bed levelling experiments in 
straight flumes, see Figure 1, classify as true data points. 
Under such conditions one can focus on sediment 
transport processes without complications by 3D flow 
effects (secondary flow). 

The force balance of transport in longitudinal and 
transverse direction specifies the actual sediment transport 
direction. 
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Figure I-1: Sand bed in bed-levelling experiment. For prolonged flow 

the bed levels horizontally. 

The forces affecting a grain on a transverse bed slope 
are depicted in Figure I-2. In addition to the fluid drag 
force, the gravity force and the inclined bed turn the 
resulting force in downslope direction. 
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Figure I-2: Forces acting on grain on a transverse sloping bed: 

FG=gravity, FD=fluid drag, FL=fluid lift, R=resulting force (transport 

direction), =angle transverse inclination.  

In this paper it is shown that measured longitudinal and 
transverse bed-load transport in the laboratory, on 
different scales and different regimes, can be unified (fine 
and coarse sand). Account is given to grain stresses, the 
vectored force balance of particles on sloping beds, the 
transport velocity of bed-load and variation of drag 
coefficients. Discrepancies regarding the influence of 
grain diameter on the transverse slope effect, reported on 
in Talmon et al. 1995, are thus solved. 

Unrightfully, the transverse slope effect has become a 
tuning parameter in the art of conducting numerical 
computations. This bad habit has to be eradicated as 
quickly as possible. Developers and users of mathematical 
models are provided an alternative by the release of these 
new findings. 

 



The bed-load transport rate in transverse (y) direction 
on transverse sloping beds is modelled by: 

dy

dz
Gqq b

xbedybed   (1) 

with: G = transverse bed slope coefficient, qbedx = bed-load 
transport rate in longitudinal (x) direction, per unit width 
and qbedy = bed-load transport rate in transverse (y) 
direction, per unit width, zb = bed surface level.  

 

Longitudinal and transverse bed-load transports are 
governed by a mechanical balance of forces of particles 
traveling over the sloping bed surface. The transverse bed 
slope coefficient (G) is a function of flow conditions and 
grain size. In general the G-value may range between 2 á 
3 (theoretical maximum: from angle of repose: Engelund 
1976) to 0.2 á 0.3 (smallest value, measured by Hasegawa 
1981). The general accepted functional dependency is:  

/1~G   (2) 

with:  = Shields parameter. 

 

In bed leveling experiments the transverse slope parameter 
is determined from measured transverse transport (bed 
leveling rate) and measured longitudinal bed-load 
transport. In flume tests it is easier to measure the total 
transport rate than to measure the bed-load transport rate. 
If no distinction is made between bed-load transport and 
suspended-load transport the formula for transverse slope 
effects reads: 

dy

dz
Gqq b

totaltotalxybed    (3) 

with: Gtotal= transverse bed slope coefficient to total load,  
qtotalx = total transport rate. 

 

Though, from a mechanical point of view, suspended load 
is not involved in the transverse slope process, Eq.(3) is 
useful to compare results of different tests.  
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Figure I-3: Transverse slope parameter, related to total transport, for 

fine to coarse sands in Delft and Darmstadt bed levelling experiments as 
a function of Shields parameter.  

Results of bed-leveling experiments in Darmstadt and 
Delft, with G calculated on basis of total load transport 
(Eq. 3) are compiled in Fig. I-3. These experiments are 
described in Talmon et al. 1995, Wiesemann et al. 2004 
and Wiesemann et al. 2006ab. 

 

Figure I-3 shows that the transverse slope parameter, 
based on total load, is found between two lines: 

/1.1/45.0
total

G . Fine sands of 160 and 

250 m behave different than 780 m sand. These fine 
sands are found along the upper boundary. Their bed was 
rippled, and suspended-load occurred. For <0.5 their 
transverse slope effect is a factor two stronger than that of 
coarse 780 m sand, which did not involve suspended-
load transport. Amongst the fine sands of 160 & 250 m 
and the finest sand of 90 m the transverse slope effect is 
distinctly different (a factor of two). The transverse slope 
parameter of the very recently released Darmstadt 960 m 
data is similar to that of 780 m Delft data for 0.2< <0.4. 
Delft data is referenced by median grain size: d50=90, 160 
and 780 m. Darmstadt data is referenced by mean grain 
size: dm= 250 and 960 m. Median grain sizes of the 
Darmstadt tests are d50=230 and 830 m. 

 

The formula being employed in calculations for natural 
rivers is (see Talmon et al. 1995): 

G
h

d

1

9

1
0 3.

  (4) 

with: d = particle diameter, h = water depth, 

( )s gd1
= Shields parameter,  = total bed shear 

stress, g = gravity, s = relative density (sand 2.65),  = fluid 
density. 

This is a formula based on integral parameters (water 
depth h and Shields parameter including form drag of bed 
features). 

In the present contribution it is focused on 
processes at the surface of the bed. The formulae being 
employed are known from earlier studies on bed-load 
transport and bed slope effects (Ashida and Michiue 1972, 
Engelund and Fredsoe 1982, Hasegawa 1981). Numerical 
values of parameters are re-evaluated by considering 
regime influences, measured longitudinal transport and 
measured transverse transport. 

 

II. DATA 

 Typical conditions in the Delft bed levelling 
experiments are summarised in Table II-1. Bed-load  
transport was measured by gathering sand at the end of the 
flume and suspended-load transport was subtracted, if 
present. The transverse slope parameter (G) was 
determined by the levelling rate of initially prepared 
transverse beds. The driving force of bed-load transport is 
difficult to measure. A measurable property of bed-load 
transport is the transport rate. The measured transverse 
slope parameter is shown in Figure II-1 as a function of 
the dimensionless transport rate of bed-load: 



3
)1( gds

q
 q

xbed*
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      (5) 

 Experiments labelled T1-T11 are coarse grain, bed-
load only, conditions (dunes). The experiments labelled 
run2, run4 and run5 are experiments involving suspended-
load transport and rippled beds.  

Suspension concentrations were measured by iso-
kinetic sampling. Suspended load was about 50% of total 
transport. Examples of suspended load profiles are shown 
in Figure II-2. The scatter in the data points is attributed to 
distortion of the flow by the presence of ripples. The flow 
was rather shallow. The ripples typically extended about 1 
cm above mean bed level. 

 

Table II-1: Characteristic conditions Delft bed levelling 

experiments 

Experiment d50 [ m] h  

[m] 

U  

[m/s] 
  

[-] 

T1-T11 780 0.14-0.44 0.39-0.75 0.1-0.8 

run 2   90 0.07 0.22 0.90 

run 4 160 0.07 0.28 0.82 

run 5 160 0.033 0.22 0.75 
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Figure II-1: Dimensionless bed-load transport and transverse slope 
parameter in Delft bed levelling experiments. 
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Figure II-2: Concentration profiles measured in Delft suspended load 
tests. 

The conditions in the Darmstadt bed levelling 
experiments are summarized in Table II-2. The 250 m 
tests had ripple covered beds, except for the two highest 

transport rates where dunes occurred. All 960 m tests 
had dune covered beds. In both series the longitudinal 
transport rate was measured by gathering the sand at the 
end of the flume too, but there were no measurements 
conducted which lead to information about the suspended- 
load concentrations. Additionally to the measurements of 

a sand trap set-up the longitudinal transport rates were 
evaluated by considering the movement of the bed 
forms/dunes in the measuring section. This led to more 
reliable results regarding to the correlation of Shields 
parameter to the transport rate. To make these results 
comparable to the series with the fine sand a small factor 
was used to shift the bed-load results in the region of the 
measurements conducted by using the sand trap at the end 
of the flume. So the total amount of longitudinal transport 
was measured with a comparable method to the fine sand 
experiments but the correlation of the transport rates of the 
dune-experiments was increased by using the bed form-
travelling method (Wiesemann et al. 2006b). 

The measured transverse slope parameter (to total 
transport) is shown in Figure II-3 as a function of the 
dimensionless total transport rate. For coarse material this 
equals the dimensionless bed-load transport rate. 

Figure II-1 shows that fine sand (90 m) and coarse 
sand (780 m) lie within a lower band of G-values. 
Material in between, 160 m, shows a stronger bed slope 
effect. 

Figure II-3 shows that at the lowest transport rates, the 
transverse slope parameter of 960 m sand is somewhat 
lower than for 250 m sand if evaluated on basis of total 
transport. If 250 m sand would have been evaluated on 
basis of longitudinal bed-load transport (for which no data 
is available), a similar trend to that shown in Figure II-1 
would result, giving distinctly higher G-values for 160 and 
250 m sands. 

 

Table II-2: Characteristic conditions Darmstadt bed levelling 

experiments 

experiment dm  

[ m] 

h  

[m] 

U  

[m/s] 
  

[-] 

Series R0 250 0.30 0.22-0.64 0.11-0.57 

Series R1 960 0.30 0.48-0.77 0.12-0.53 
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Figure II-3: Dimensionless total transport and transverse slope 
parameter (to total transport) in Darmstadt bed levelling experiments. 

The results of all bed levelling experiments 
(G parameter) are compared to the empirical field 
equation for natural rivers (Eq. 4) in  Figure II-4 and 
Figure II-5. It is to be mentioned that the equation for 
natural rivers was derived from field experience in 
combination with results of the 780 m data-set. Figure II-
4 shows major differences between the suspended-load 
experiments (run4, 5 versus run2) and a major deviation 
of the experiments run4 and run5 from Eq. (4). 

Figure II-5 shows that the Darmstadt coarse sand data, 
corresponds reasonable to the formula for natural rivers 



Eq. (4). If the 250 m experiments would be corrected for 
suspended-load transport, these points would shift upward, 
and the same tendency would emerge as for run 4 and run 5 
shown in Figure II-4. 
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Figure II-4: Comparison of the transverse bed slope parameter for 

natural rivers (Eq. 4) with the results of Delft straight flume bed 

levelling experiments. 
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Figure II-5: Comparison of the transverse bed slope parameter for 

natural rivers (Eq. 4) with the results of Darmstadt straight flume bed 
levelling experiments (to total load).  

 

III. FLAT BED THEORY: MATHEMATICAL MODELLING 

OF TRANSVERSE SLOPE EFFECTS 

Bed-load transport follows from a mechanical balance 
of travelling bed-load particles. The employed formulas 
for longitudinal transport and transverse slope effect do 
not differ much from the mechanical approach followed 
by Engelund and Hansen 1967 and Ashida and Mitchieu 
1972 (a description is given in Kovacs and Parker 1994). 
Assumptions are: 1) Mechanical processes at the bed 
surface determine the bed slope effect (equilibrium of 
forces and continuity). 2) Suspended load transport is not 
influenced by bed slope. 3) Time-average modelling of 
transport processes suffices to capture governing physics 
(no need for dynamic simulation of saltations). 4) Lift 
forces are negligible. 5) The influence of density driven 
flow along transverse slopes is negligible. Concentration 
measurements given in Talmon 1991 show that the 
transverse variation of concentration is small. The dimen-
sionless transport rate of bed-load is: 

0
3

' '
( 1)

bed x*

crb

c

q a
 =   - -q

s gd
         (6) 

with: '*u = friction velocity to the grains, 

c= dynamic granular friction coefficient, ‘ = shear stress 
on the grains, cr = critical Shields parameter (at incipient 
erosion), 

gds )1(

'
'  = Shields parameter to the grains, (7) 

d

c

aC3

4
0 = dynamic granular friction / fluid drag, (8) 

with: Cd = drag coefficient particles 

a  
U

u*

 = fluid velocity ratio (9) 

with: U = fluid velocity at particle height 

 

Transverse bed-load transport on a sloping bed follows 
from a two-dimensional force balance of bed-load transport. 
The coefficient in the transverse slope formula is: 

G =  
1

 
c

0

'
  (10) 

The same variables emerge in the formulae for both qb
* 

and G ,because the formulae stem from one force balance. 
The variables in these equations are: flow velocity at 
particle height, friction velocity, drag coefficient and 
dynamic friction coefficient. Appropriate values pertaining 
to governing flow regimes have to be established. Regimes 
are determined by particle Reynolds number and 
consideration of the average vertical position of travelling 
bed-load in the turbulent boundary layer. 

 

The particle diameter is an important factor: 

- In case of coarse sands bed-load travels in the 

buffer region of the velocity profile. The flow above the 

sand bed is hydraulically rough. In hydraulically rough flow 

the travelling height of the particles scales with the particle 

diameter (Ashida & Michieu 1972). In case of fine sand, the 

flow is hydraulically smooth and bed-load travels at the 

edge of the laminar sublayer. At this level the flow velocity 
is less. 

- The drag coefficient of particles is influenced by 

particle diameter. The microscopic flow around coarse 

particles is turbulent. The flow around fines is laminar, 

consequently higher drag coefficients apply and vary with 

the particle-Reynolds number. 

 



The average velocity difference (U-V= slip velocity) 
between the fluid and the particle is important to particle 
drag regime. This velocity difference follows from a 
balance of forces (hydrodynamic drag, submerged weight 
of particles, bed-grain friction): 

''3

4 0U
aC

U =VU
d

c  (11) 

with: V = particle velocity parallel with the bed. 

 
Viscosity influences the drag of small particles. The 
Reynolds number of fluid drag of these particles is: 

* 3c

d

(U -V)d 4
Re =   d

3 C
 (12) 

with: 

 

1/ 3

*

2

( 1)s g
d d   (13) 

Particle and fluid properties are accommodated in the 
dimensionless particle diameter d*. Fluid and flow 
properties are accommodated in the drag coefficient Cd. At 
Re < 1, the Stokes regime, the drag coefficient is given by 
Cd = 24/Re. At high Reynolds number the Cd is constant: 
for a smooth sphere, at high Reynolds: Cd = 0.4, for 
irregular spheres at high Re: Cd = 1.25, Chien (1994). The 
transitional and Stokes regimes, which are applicable to our 
conditions, might be described by one formula (Shiller  & 
Naumann 1933): 

0.687
d

24
 = (1+0.15 Re )C

Re
 , valid for Re<800 (14) 

Examples of numerical values are: Cd = 24 at Re = 1 

(laminar regime), Cd = 4.15 at Re = 10 (transitional 

regime), Cd = 1.09 at Re = 100 (transitional regime). 

Combining Eq. (12) and Eq. (14) leads to the conclusion 

that the 90 m and 160 m sands of the Delft experiments 
are within Stokes range. Reynolds numbers are 

respectively Re ~0.15, and Re ~1. The 780 m sand is 
within the turbulent drag regime. 

 
Another parameter is the fluid velocity (U) at average 

particle transport height. The average transport height of 
particles was assumed proportional to particle diameter: 

 dn =z , (n= 2, Ashida Michieu) (15) 

Particle diameters are non-dimensionalised the same way 
as the profile coordinate of turbulent boundary layer flow: 

 
zu

  = z 
du

 =d
**

,   (16) 

At a transport level of n=1 á 2 the 90 m sand will be 
transported in the laminar sublayer (z+<11) region; 
because d+= 1.2 at ‘= 0.15 which is a typical value. The 
160 m sand will also be transported in the laminar 
sublayer region: d+= 3.2 at ‘= 0.15. The 780 m sand is 
transported in the logarithmic fully turbulent (z+>70) 
region: d+=39 á 137 , at 0.05< ’ <0.15. 

At 960 m the sand will be transported in the fully 
turbulent region, because all the different runs have values 

of d+ which are larger than 70. The 250 µm sand lead to 

values which are in the transitional buffer region. Only 

two experiments in the R0 series, in which dunes were 
present, might lead to larger values in the fully turbulent 

region. 
In Section IV the appropriate numerical values for Cd and 

a U u( / )* 2
 will be identified by consideration of the 

above theory and available data. 

 

IV. TRANSVERSE BED SLOPE EFFECT IN RIPPLE AND 

DUNE REGIME 

To calibrate the parameters-values in the transverse 
slope theory, it is noticed that longitudinal and transverse 
transports are governed by the same fundamental physical 
processes. This means that sediment transport in both 
transport directions is governed by one and the same bed-
load transport model. It must be possible to obtain fair 
agreement between available data on both transports and 
mathematical formulation. 

For longitudinal bed-load transport a generalized form 
of Eq. (6) is used, with a multiplication factor A to 
accommodate typical conditions in ripple and dune 
regime: 

0
3)1(

-- 
a

 A =
gds

q
 q effcreff

c

xbed*

b
      (17)  

in which: A = constant to accommodate bed form 
properties. eff = effective Shields number to the grains. 
The formula for the transverse slope coefficient is 
generalized to: 

G =  B 
1

 
c

0

eff

  (18) 

with: B = constant to accommodate bed form properties. 

Bed-load transport processes are governed by fluid 

mechanical stresses acting on the grains.  In case of 

dunes, the bed shear stress at the top of the dune is 

calculated by assuming a fully developed turbulent flow 

above the dune top. The bed shear stress distribution over 
the face of the dune is calculated on the assumption of 

similarity of dune-shape profiles, Talmon 1997. Bed-load 

transport in longitudinal and transverse direction is 



calculated by integration of shear stress over one dune. 

The grain shear stress at the top of the dune is substituted 

for the effective Shields number in Eq. (17) and (18): 

eff top

'
 Integration of bed-load transport in 

longitudinal and transverse direction over dune profile 

gives theoretical values of A=2/3 and B=1.05. The grain 

shear stress at the top of the dune is then calculated from 

ks=3*d90 , local water depth above the dune and flow 

velocity above the dune. In the analysis of the 780 m T1-
T11 experiments, measured dune height were used to 

determine ‘top. For field conditions the dune height 
predictor by van Rijn might be applied. 

 In the ripple regime such a type of integration 
method is not applicable because the flow is different and 
saltation lengths are greater. The shear stress at the grains is 

calculated from  0.2 = eff
'

 for the 90 and 160 m 

experiments. This relation was established by evaluation of 
realistic parameter values for the variables in Eq. (17) and 
Eq. (18). The overall Shields value was calculated from the 
measured hydraulic energy gradient. A quasi flat bed is 
assumed by default: A=1 and B=1. 

 

Of these Delft experiments, first the coarse grain 780 

m experiments were analyzed. At a 68. 1 and Cd = 
0.8 a fair agreement of longitudinal transport and 
transverse slope parameter is obtained, see Figure IV-1, is 
employed. For the fine sands investigated, a suitable ratio 

of the local flow velocity and friction velocity u*  is 

a 2 5. . For 90 and 160 m sand values  of Cd = 6 
respectively Cd =15 apply well. In the average Cd value of 
bed-load, account was made for the dynamical character 
of bed-load transport. The velocity difference with the 
fluid is larger than the theoretical value, because of 
saltation of the grains. Consequently in the laminar drag 
regime, on the average, smaller Cd values have to be 
employed than theoretically because the actual Re particle 
number is larger. For coarse grains Cd =0.8 value is 
appropriate (non-spherical particle in turbulent drag 
regime). An overview of employed parameter values in 
calculations is given in Table IV-1. 

 

The Darmstadt 250 data can not be analysed similarly 

because the suspended-load transport was not measured. 

So there is no information on longitudinal bed-load 

transport. 

In the 960 m experiments dunes were present. The 
relevant Shields parameter is nevertheless calculated from 
roughness height ks=3*d90 and mean flow depth. This 
series leads to A=0.72 and B=1.06. The results are shown 
in Figure IV-2. The parameters are comparable to those in 
the 780 m T1-T11 experiments, even though this time 
mean flow depth and mean flow velocity were used. 

 

                                                        
1 this is smaller than Kovacs and Parker 1994 who use 

a 11. 

Table IV-1: Overview of parameter values in analysis of transverse 

bed slope influence.  

model 

parameters 
90 m   160 m  780 m 960 m  

d* 2.13 4.05 19.9 24.1 

eff 0.17 0.15 0.02-0.14 0.04-0.10 

d
+
 1.5 3.2 12.6 - 90 69.5-111 

c 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.3 

a  
2.5 

(z
+
=2.5) 

2.5 

(z
+
=2.5) 

6.8  

(z=ks/2) 

7.8 

Cd 6 1.5 0.8 0.8 

Re 0.8 4.2 72 83.8 

0 0.0107 0.042 0.014 0.01 

cr 0.12 0.066 0.029 0.03 

 

Measured and calculated longitudinal bed load transport 
of Delft tests is shown in Figure IV-3 (including all 
suspended load experiments of Talmon 1992 in 180o bend 
flume).  

Measured and calculated transverse slope parameter of 
Delft tests are shown in Figure IV-4. This graph shows 
that fair agreement between theory and measurement is 
achieved when regime influences for fine and coarse sand 
are accounted for. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

The measured values for the transverse slope coefficient 
related to bed-load, for 90-960 m sand, are within a 
range of 0.7<G<4. 

By using the force balance of bed-load particles, an 
unification of longitudinal and transverse bed-load 
transport has been achieved for the fine grain ripples 
regime and the coarse grain dune regime. This way 
numerical values for the transverse slope parameter (G) 
are found for different conditions. It is concluded that 
account has to be made for flow conditions at the traveling 
height of the particles and particle drag conditions. 

Grain shear stresses have to be predicted beforehand. In 
the dune regime dune height has to be predicted also 
(which might explain the role of d50/h in the equation for 
natural rivers). The model should be tested further against 
recent field experience. 

Further laboratory tests are advised, because more data 
on the transverse bed slope influence, under conditions of 
fully developed bed forms, is needed urgently. 
Specifically in the regime of 100 to 600 m sand more 
data is needed. In such experiments, suspended load 
transport has to be measured also. This has to be deducted 
from measured total transport for determination of bed-
load transport. Such strategic data will serve to improve 
confidence in the outcome of numerical models. 
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NOTATIONS 

 

a square of velocity ratio a=(U/u*)2 

A constant to accommodate bed form 
properties 

B constant to accommodate bed form 

properties 

Cd drag coefficient particles 

d particle diameter 

d50 median sand diameter 

d* dimensionless particle diameter 

d
+ particle diameter in boundary layer 

coordinates 

g gravitational acceleration 

G transverse bed slope coefficient 

Gtotal transverse bed slope coefficient to total 
load   

h local water depth 

ks equivalent (Nikuradse) sand-roughness 

n porosity 

n constant in travelling height particle 

q sediment transport rate per unit width 

(volume, incl. pores)  

qbed x  bed-load transport in x-direct. (incl. pores) 

qbed y bed-load transport in y-direct. (incl. pores) 

q
*  dimensionless total transport rate 

qb
*  dimensionless transport rate bed-load 

qtotal  total transport rate 

Re Reynolds number particle 

s relative density 

U fluid velocity at mean particle height 

u
* friction velocity 

V particle velocity parallel to the bed 

x coordinate in streamwise direction 

y coordinate transverse direction 

zb  bed surface level 

z
+ coordinate boundary layer flow 

 

c dynamic granular friction coefficient 

 kinematic viscosity 
 Shields parameter 

‘ Shields parameter to the grains 

cr critical Shields parameter 

eff effective Shields parameter to the grains 



0 parameter in transport model (ratio of 

Coulomb friction and fluid drag) 

   density water 

s   density sediment 

   total shear stress 

’   grain shear stress 
   direction bed load transport 
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